you purchase a house. The owners of affected
properties will be asked to complete and return
a form of claim confirming whether they wish to
accept the compensation offered in relation to the
acquisition of their subsoil. Relevant land owners
will be notified subsequently that their subsoil has
vested and TfL will then proceed to register its title
to the subsoil at HM Land Registry.
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How will affected land owners
be compensated?
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As in any compulsory purchase of land, the amount
of compensation payable relates to the market
value of the land (or in this case, the subsoil) being
acquired. The presumption used on recent railway
projects is that any subsoil acquired for tunnelling
purposes is of little value in the market because of
its depth below the surface and the rather limited
use to which it could usefully be put.
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Crossrail will follow the practice of other recent
railway projects, where subsoil for tunnelling and
other railway infrastructure was acquired, by
adopting a fixed value compensation scheme.
Acceptance of the compensation offered is
not mandatory and relevant owners are free to
employ professional advisers to pursue a claim by
negotiation if they choose to do so.
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Accordingly, the compensation being offered by
Crossrail in respect of the acquisition of subsoil is:
• Firstly, £50 which represents the perceived value
of the subsoil, whether claimants are the freeholder
or a leaseholder and

• Secondly, £250 as a contribution towards
professional fees in connection with any advice
claimants may wish to seek in relation to the
acquisition.
If claimants decide not to accept the offer then they
may follow the formal claims process for agreeing
compensation. Professional fees which any claimant
properly and actually incurs will form part of the
compensation to be agreed or determined in this
process. Crossrail would expect to agree the basis
upon which fees will be charged in advance and will
require reasonable evidence of any fees incurred to
substantiate any claim for reimbursement.

relevant properties. This information will be used
to plan the dates by which subsoil needs to be
acquired and the timing of the notices which need
to be served. The first stage of this process is to
identify who has an interest in the affected subsoil
and our land referencing research teams will make
diligent enquiries to establish these details which
will include issuing a Land Interest Questionnaire to
owners of land who it is thought may be affected.
If you have any questions or would like more
information about Crossrail please contact the
Helpdesk on 0345 602 3813 or by email via
helpdesk@crossrail.co.uk

YOUR GUIDE

to acquisition of subsoil

The second notice, the Notice of Making a General
Vesting Declaration will be accompanied by a form
of claim which will ask claimants to indicate whether
they will accept payment of the fixed compensation
offered or wish to pursue a compensation claim. If
the fixed compensation is accepted, the claimant
will need to sign a standard form of receipt which
acknowledges the payment of compensation as full
and final settlement in relation to acquisition of the
subsoil.
If the fixed compensation offer is not accepted,
the law requires that compensation claims must
be submitted or, in the case of dispute, referred to
the Lands Tribunal, within six years of the claimant
having received notice of vesting after which time
the right to make a claim for compensation lapses.
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What is the timetable for
acquisition of subsoil?

Crossrail is finalising its tunnelling programme
which will determine the planned progress of the
TBMs and forecast when they will pass beneath the

Crossing the Capital
Connecting the UK
Crossing the Capital
Connecting the UK

Introduction

• The subsoil acquisition process;
• Compensation;

• How Crossrail will keep you informed.
2

Why Crossrail needs to acquire
subsoil

How deep will the Crossrail
tunnels be?

Apart from the portal areas, the Crossrail tunnels will
run from station to station at depths of between 15
and 35 metres below the surface of the ground.
5

Does Crossrail have the legal
right to acquire the subsoil
compulsorily?

The construction of Crossrail was authorised by an
Act of Parliament passed in July 2008. The Crossrail
Act 2008 includes provisions which authorise the
compulsory purchase of the land required, including
subsoil, within defined vertical and horizontal limits for
the construction of the railway.
Plans and section drawings accompanying the Act
indicate how deep the tunnels will be. Only minor
upward variations to these depths are permissible,

Each of the twin running tunnels will have an
external diameter of 7 metres. These tunnels will
be constructed within a rectangular shaped stratum
of subsoil measuring up to 14 metres wide and 17
metres deep within the limits defined in the plans and
section drawings accompanying the Crossrail Act (see
figure 1 below, as an example).

http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts2008a

6

How will the tunnels be
constructed?

Rail tunnels similar to those that will be constructed
for Crossrail have been built in London since the late
19th Century. The work is carried out using tunnel
boring machines (TBMs) which are designed to deal
with the ground conditions they will encounter. Similar
technology has been used recently on the extension to
London Underground’s Jubilee Line from Green Park
to Stratford, the Woolwich extension to the Docklands
Light Railway and the Channel Tunnel Rail Link.
The TBMs will operate from construction sites at
Royal Oak, The Limmo near Canning Town, Stepney
Green and Plumstead. Supplies will be delivered, and
excavated material will be removed from these sites
through the completed tunnels.
More information can be found on the Crossrail
Information Papers, D8 - Tunnel Construction
Methodology, D10 - Groundborne Noise and Vibration,
D12 - Ground Settlement and D24 - Tunnelling
Duration and Construction Strategy. All are available to
view on:
http://www.crossrail.co.uk/the-railway/gettingapproval/parliamentary-bill/crossrail-bill-documents/
information-papers#tag/688

Minor adjustments may be made to the tunnel
design up to the point when the subsoil is acquired.
Owners of land whose subsoil is intended to
be acquired will be informed of the depth of the
stratum of subsoil to be acquired below their land,
together with the depth of the proposed structures,
when compulsory purchase documents are issued.
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Crossrail will follow a statutory process known as
a General Vesting Procedure to acquire subsoil.
Owners of affected properties will receive a
preliminary notice, called a Notice of Intention
to make a General Vesting Declaration (GVD),
which will request completion of a questionnaire
confirming the recipient’s interest in the affected
land.
A second notice, a Notice of Making a General
Vesting Declaration, will follow not less than two
months later, advising that Transport for London
(TfL), as the acquiring authority for the purposes
of the Crossrail Act 2008, has made the GVD and
stating that the subsoil will vest in TfL on a date not
less than 28 days later.
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How will Crossrail acquire the
subsoil?
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Figure 1

Vesting means the subsoil will automatically
transfer to TfL without the need for it to be
formally conveyed as is normally required when

Vietnamese

The tunnels will link surface rail routes in west London
at Royal Oak with surface rail routes at Pudding Mill
Lane to the north east near Stratford. Further tunnels
will run from Stepney Green to Victoria Dock and from
North Woolwich under the River Thames to Plumstead
where the railway will connect to Abbey Wood. New
stations will be built at Paddington, Bond Street,
Tottenham Court Road, Farringdon, Liverpool Street,
Whitechapel, Canary Wharf and Woolwich.

4

The Crossrail Act and explanatory notes can be
viewed on the Parliamentary website:

The area of subsoil being acquired outside the
tunnel limits is required as a protection area to
ensure the long term safety of the railway. The
size of the protection area may be modified on a
case-by-case basis to avoid conflicts with existing
structures.

Urdu

Crossrail trains will run along existing Network Rail
routes at surface level on either side of central London
but will run below ground under the central part of
London. This requires the construction of 21km of twin
bore tunnels each with a 7 metre external diameter.
Apart from the portals, where the tunnels rise to join
the surface tracks, the railway will be constructed well
below ground level.

The Crossrail tunnels will be constructed in a stratum
of subsoil generally more than 9 metres below ground
level. This stratum of subsoil will be compulsorily
acquired using powers within the Crossrail Act 2008
and, if you have an interest in the subsoil, you will be
entitled to receive compensation.
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Turkish

• The effect of underground tunnelling on properties;

The term subsoil is used to refer to the part of the land
which is below its natural surface. English property
law recognises that, unless specified otherwise,
freehold ownership of land includes the ground below
the surface of the land to an unlimited depth. In some
cases, leaseholders may share these rights, which
may include the subsoil beneath adjacent public roads
or streets.

How much subsoil will be
acquired?

although there is no limit on how far they may extend
downwards.

Somali

This guide will tell you about subsoil acquisition and
answer questions about:

What is subsoil?

Punjabi

Crossrail is an exciting new railway for London and
the South-East. It is the largest addition to the rail
transport network in the region for more than 50 years.
To enable the railway to be built Crossrail will need
to acquire subsoil from beneath properties along the
route for the construction of the tunnels and other
below ground railway infrastructure.
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